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Tobias Thorning Joergensen (DEN), current number 3 of the FEI Para Dressage World Individual Ranking- © FEI/ Richard 
Juilliart 

 

The FEI oversees around 70 Rankings and Standings across all the disciplines, from World 
Rankings calculated on a monthly basis for Athletes, Horses and/or combinations, to league, 
team and regional based standings for Series such as the FEI World Cup™ and FEI Nations Cup™, 
as well as a variety of youth categories, among others.  

You will find below a snapshot of the main movers and shakers for the month of March 2024 in 
the senior World Rankings, as well as a special spotlight on the FEI Jumping U25 Ranking for 
this month’s special “Ranking Spotlight”.   
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Longines Rankings – Von Eckermann widens gap over Maher  

After months of Ben Maher (GBR) steadily narrowing the gap with Henrik 
von Eckermann (SWE), the Swedish athlete (3525 points) has once again 
widened the margin between himself and Maher (3409 points), solidifying 
his lead in the Longines Ranking. Steve Guerdat (SUI) closes out the Top 3, 
maintaining his position from the previous month with 3080 points.  

Following Guerdat, Julien Epaillard (FRA) and Kent Farrington (USA) 
exchange fourth and fifth places with 3003 and 2987 points, respectively. 
Switzerland’s Martin Fuchs (2850 points) and France’s Simon Delestre 

(2832 points) maintain their positions in sixth and seventh place, respectively. Max Kühner (AUT) 
ascends to eighth place with 2770 points, surpassing Mclain Ward (USA), who falls to tenth place 
with 2675 points. Positioned between the Austrian and the American, Richard Vogel (GER) jumps 
two places and settles in 9th with 2732 points. 

FEI Dressage World Ranking - Jessica von Bredow Werndl’s reign continues 

Once again, Jessica von Bredow-Werndl (GER) stands as the undisputed number one in the 
World Ranking. With 2190 points to her name, the current Olympic Champion has maintained 
her stronghold for an impressive 11 consecutive months. 
 
Following von Bredow-Werndl, Charlotte Fry (GBR) and Isabell Werth (GER) are tied for second 
position, each with 2060 points. In close pursuit, Nanna Skodborg Merrald (DEN) rises one spot 
on 2026 points, overtaking Charlotte Dujardin (GBR), who slips two positions and into fifth place 
with 1920 points. 
 
FEI Dressage World Ranking - Horses: TSF Dalera BB holds firm at the Top 

While Jessica von Bredow-Werndl leads the Athlete Ranking, her mare TSF Dalera BB still 
dominates the Horses’ Ranking, accumulating 2190 points. Emilio 107 climbs three spots to 
secure second place with 1896 points. Similarly, Patrick Kittel’s gelding, Touchdown, ascends 
from sixth to third place with 1868 points. Rounding out the Top 5 are Everdale (1832 points) 
and Dante Weltino Old (1692 points). 
 
FEI Eventing World Athlete Ranking: Oliver Townend & Great Britain’s dominance 
continues 
 
For the sixth consecutive month, British rider Oliver Townend remains at the top of the Eventing 
Ranking, with the same 569 points he had three months ago. As has been customary in recent 
months, the British contingent boasts seven athletes within the top ten. Alongside Townend, 
Rosalind Canter closely follows in second place with 546 points, Tom McEwen in fourth, Harry 
Meade in fifth, Piggy March in sixth, Wills Oakden in seventh, and Laura Collett in 10th. 
 
Breaking the British domination at the top, we have America’s Boyd Martin in third place, 
France’s Maxime Livio in eighth, and Tim Price from New Zealand in ninth.  
 
FEI Driving World Ranking - Four-in-Hand / Pairs / Singles: Exell, Hölle and 
Houtappels-Bruder remain at the top 

All three Driving Rankings have the same leaders as last month: Kelly Houtappels-Bruder (CAN) 
remains at the top of the Singles discipline on 72 points, two months after unseating Mario 
Gandolfo (SUI). Meanwhile, Boyd Exell (AUS) and Martin Hölle (HUN) continue to maintain their 
strong leadership of the Four-in-Hand and Pairs Rankings respectively.  

 
FEI Endurance: Theolissat maintains the Athletes lead and Abdelhak Kaddouri takes 
the Trainer Ranking number 1 
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Melody Theolissat (FRA) is still in the lead of the FEI Endurance Riders World Ranking with 985 
points followed by María Álvarez Pontón (ESP) with 897 points and Italy’s Costanza Laliscia with 
872 points - in second and third places respectively. In the Endurance World Trainer Ranking, 
Abdelhak Kaddouri (BRN) is the new leader with 1076 points, surpassing Melody Theolissat, who 
is now second, on 1070 points. 
 
FEI Para Dressage World Individual & Team Ranking: No rivals for Rihards Snikus and 
The Netherlands 
 
Rihards Snikus (LAT) continues to lead the Para Dressage Rankings, a position he earned a few 
months ago, with 1678 points. Meanwhile, Sara Morganti (ITA) successfully holds on to second 
position on 1630 points, while Joergensen Tobias Thorning (DEN) takes the third place with 1590 
points. In the Team Ranking, it's the Netherlands who still dominate the leaderboard with a total 
of 1333 points. Germany is now second (1329 points), while the DEN follows closely on 1314 
points.  

Ranking Spotlight 
 

Joseph Stockdale (GBR) had a remarkable 
February, showcasing his skills in two United 
Arab Emirates’ events. Including the inaugural 
Longines League of Nations™ qualifier in Abu 
Dhabi, where he was the top ranked British team 
member. . With 989 points to his name, 
Stockdale soared 13 places in the FEI Jumping 
U25 Ranking, settling in 14th place. Additionally, 
he made significant strides in the Longines 
Ranking, climbing 50 spots and currently sits in 
208th place. 

Image: Joseph Stockdale at the Longines League of Nations Qualifier in Abu Dhabi (UAE) – Copyright © FEI/Martin 
Dokoupil 

You can check all FEI Rankings here 

Download main image here 
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